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ABSTRACT  

MCP-Mod (Multiple Comparison Procedure - Modelling) is an efficient methodology for the design and 
analysis of phase II dose-finding trial. It starts with a set of potential models for the description of the 
dose-response relationship in the data, then all candidate models are tested if significantly different from 
a flat dose-response curve. The best of those models will be fitted to the data and target dose is 
estimated.  

The paper focuses on implementing MCP-Mod using both R and SAS to generate flexible outputs based 
on study needs. Main reporting tasks are done by SAS; R statements will be submitted using PROC IML. 
The practical implementation of the MCP-Mod approach is accomplished by R functionalities provided in 
the “DoseFinding” package.  

INTRODUCTION  

MCP-Mod (Multiple Comparison Procedure - Modelling) is a popular and efficient approach in phase II 
dose-response trials. It combines hypothesis testing and modeling in a structured manner with the 
purpose of finding the right dose(s). “DoseFinding” package for R provides tools for the analysis in dose-
response studies. However, currently there is no specific procedure for MCP-Mod developed by SAS. 
Therefore, this paper will discuss 

1) Main procedures and functions used to perform MCP-Mod analysis in R and SAS 

2) How to call R within SAS to get analysis results 

3) Reporting and result visualization 

DATA 

This is a 12-week, placebo-controlled, parallel-group mock study used for demonstration purpose. In this 
data, 84 subjects are randomized into 5 treatment groups (placebo, 10mg, 15mg, 20mg, 30mg, each 
subject receives one active treatment or placebo), with visits at week 0 (baseline), 4, 8, and 12 to get test 
results of certain target biomarker (PARAMCD = “BIOM”). 

MAIN PROCEDURES AND FUNCTIONS 

BEFORE MCPMOD 

Before MCPMod approach in R, a model has to be fitted to data with ANOVA-type parametrization to the 
data to obtain estimates and covariance matrix. In this example repeated measurement analysis (MMRM) 
is used in SAS with PROC MIXED, point estimates and covariance matrix could be found in “LSMEANS=” 
statement, which then will be passed to R to perform MCPMod analysis: 

ODS OUTPUT LSMEANS=_lsmeans Diffs=_diffs tests3=_tests solutionf=_solutf; 

proc mixed data=_inds method=reml CL order=internal; 

   class trt01pn(REF= LAST) avisitn usubjid; 

    model chg = avisitn trt01pn base base*avisitn avisitn*trt01pn / solution residual ddfm=kr CL HTYPE=3 ; 

    repeated avisitn/type=un subject=usubjid r; 
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    lsmeans  trt01pn*avisitn/CL alpha=0.05 COV PDIFF=all; 

run; 

 

This step can also be done in R and not necessarily in SAS. How to export data from SAS to R and vice 
versa see next section cALL R WITHIN SAS. 

TRIAL DESIGN STAGE  

At the study planning stage, or to start with MCPMod analysis, a set of candidate models need to be pre-
specified about the dose-relationship. In the “DoseFinding” package, possible models are "linlog", "linear", 
"quadratic", "emax", "exponential", "sigEmax", "betaMod" and "logistic". The function “guesst” will pass 
the parameters of each model to function “Mods”, which will then produce a list that contains all 
information about candidate models. “plot” function can plot all candidate models as shown in Figure 1.  

 

 

Figure 1 Pre-specified candidate models 

 

MCT STEP 

Once the set of candidate models has been pre-specified, Mod step fits the dose response models and 
estimates target doses based on the model defined in the MCP step. 
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1) Optimal contrasts 

Firstly, the optimal contrast coefficients is used to identify the best matching model, which can be 
computed with “optContr” function. It requires input of matrix, here in the example it uses the covariance 
matrix exported from SAS, using repeated measurement analysis (MMRM) by PROC MIXED. 

 

2) Multiple contrast test 

Model-specific contrast tests with null hypotheses of a flat dose-response curve is performed by 
“MCTtest” function. 

 

Below shows the output of MCT in R: 

 

 

MOD STEP 

1) Fit the dose-response curve and estimate target dose 

Models for each shape could be fitted by “fitMod” function in R: 

  

“plot” function can visualize the fitting in R: 
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Figure 2 Fitted model with "plot" function 

In addition, after the MCT if any model is significantly different from a flat dose-response curve, the best fit 
model could be selected and target dose could be calculated. The “MCPMod” function simultaneously 
conducts both steps. It includes the multiple contrast test as performed by the “MCTtest” function and fits 
all models with positive test decisions to the data. Furthermore, the TD/ED is estimated for all significant 
models by defining “Delta”, or “p”. The example requires that the target dose should be where the 
placebo-corrected biomarker change from baseline is 10 units, therefore “Delta = 10”. In the “selModel” 
option, a criterion for the model selection can be selected: 

- model with the minimum p-value/maximum test statistic (“maxT”), or 

- model with smallest AIC (“AIC”), or 

- weighted average over significant models (“aveAIC”) 

 

Output: 

 

2) Get predictions  

Function “predict” will compute model averaged predictions. To calculate confidence interval, “se.fit” 
argument is marked as “TRUE” to get standard errors.  

 

Although R produce very nice figures (see Figure 2 Fitted model with "plot" function), sometimes further 
modification is needed and in this example the predictions are composed into a dataframe then passed to 
SAS for GTL plotting.  

 

Dataframe pred.linear to pass to SAS: 
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CALL R WITHIN SAS 

Statements „ExportDataSetToR” and „ImportDataSetFromR” in PROC IML will pass data between SAS 
and R. Both calls convert variable format types automatically so that each program can use them. Note 
that within SUBMIT/R and ENDSUBMIT statements should be pure R code. Specifically, if PROC IML is 
within a MACRO, “SUBMIT/R”, “ENDSUBMIT”, and R code should be saved into a file first and then use 
“%include” to read the code. 

In the example, SAS datasets _est and _cov (point estimates and covariance matrix from PROC MIXED) 
is passed to R named as “est” and “cov”. After analysis in R, results (test statistics, contrast, critical value, 
target dose, predictions, and model coefficients) are transferred back to SAS, ready for restructure and 
reporting. 

PROC IML; 

 *EXPORT DATASET TO R; 

 CALL EXPORTDATASETTOR("work._est", "est"); 

 CALL EXPORTDATASETTOR("work._cov", "cov"); 

 SUBMIT / R; 

  %INCLUDE "c:\demo\mcpmod-rcode.sas"; 

 ENDSUBMIT; 

 *IMPORT DATAFRAME FROM R; 

 CALL IMPORTDATASETFROMR("work.mcpm_contrast","contrast"); 

 CALL IMPORTDATASETFROMR("work.mcpm_ctest",   "ctest" ); 

 CALL IMPORTDATASETFROMR("work.mcpm_critval", "critval" ); 

 CALL IMPORTDATASETFROMR("work.mcpm_target",  "predDose"); 

 CALL IMPORTDATASETFROMR("work.pred_linear",  "pred.linear"  ); 

 CALL IMPORTDATASETFROMR("work.coeff_linear", "coeff.linear" ); 

QUIT; 

REPORTING AND RESULT VISULIZATION 

1) TABLES 

SAS can organize the data in a more structured way. 

 

Example table 1 Summary of multiple contrast test from MCPMod and MMRM estimates (“*” means 
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significant models) 

 

Example table 2 Summary of model coefficients 

 

2) FIGURES 

Below Example figure 1 Dose response of biomarker change from baseline can also be done by R with “plot” 
function as shown in Figure 2 Fitted model with "plot" function 

 

Example figure 1 Dose response of biomarker change from baseline 
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Example figure 2 Placebo-corrected of biomarker change from baseline over dose, marked with target dose 

3) CONSOLE INFORMATION FROM R 

PROC IML can also pass the output in R console into SAS output window automatically, which can be a 
good tracking source to check the analysis process and object details in R. To organize the console 
output, blow R code can be adapted. Equal and arrow signs could properly separate each output topic 
and make SAS output more reader-friendly: 

 

Then SAS output will be like: 
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CONCLUSION 

The paper shows an example of implementing MCP-Mod combine SAS and R to generate composed and 
structured outputs. First, MMRM is done by SAS and pass estimates and covariance matrix to R with 
PROC IML, then R performs MCPMod analysis using “DoseFinding” package. Important statistics are 
passed back to SAS again for reporting. With the combination use of SAS and R, results are organized in 
a tidy and elegant way. 
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